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Email address *

This form is collecting email addresses. Change settings

Alumni survey
  As an alumnus, your opinions are highly valuable. We believe your opinions will help us make suitable enhancements for 
continuous quality improvements.

Valid email address

Required

Name of the student Short answer

Short answer text

Alumni Survey

QUESTIONS RESPONSES

https://accounts.google.com/SignOutOptions?hl=en&continue=https://docs.google.com/forms/u/5/d/1v3yABIGhvZszJmFncZxXpnmpzuEQFrR94wM-yFok1tc/edit%3Fusp%3Ddrive_web
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*Email address

Short answer text

*Regd.No:

Short answer text

*Current working place and position

Short answer text

*Mobile No.

Short answer text

*Previous Employment, if any 

Short answer text

*Quali�ed in: GATE / GRE / JEE / CAT / MAT / XAT       
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Short answer text

*Higher Studies : Pursuing/Pursued                                             Details:

Short answer text

Select the appropriate option/�ll the information of the following.

Description (optional)

*1. Applied knowledge of mathematics, science, basic engineering and 
computing in solving engineering problems.

Excellent

Very good

Good

Average

Poor

*2. Advanced courses/training/ paper publications after graduation. If yes, 
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Please specify 

Short answer text

*3. Ability to communicate ideas using oral/ written/ graphical methods. 

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Poor

*4. Professional experience:

Salary hike:

Promotion

Best performance awards:

*5. Working experience in multidisciplinary teams.
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Poor

*6. Usage of modern engineering/software tools for day-to-day work.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Poor

*7. Adaptability to non-technical constrains such as environmental, social, 
ethical, legal and economic.
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Poor

*8. Administrative /managerial responsibilities at o�ce/ organization.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Poor

*9. Adoption of self learning initiatives

Excellent

Very Good
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Good

Average

Poor

*10.  Involvement in social / welfare activities.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Poor

*11. Association with domain projects 

Always

Frequently

Never
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Once in a while

*If provided an opportunity to interact with current students, it will be,  

Privilige

Duty

an opportunity to learn

an opportunity to mentor

Feedback on syllabus/curriculum:                         

Description (optional)

i) any new subject to be added                              

Short answer text

ii) any subject to be removed                                    

Short answer text
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iii) any topics to be added/removed                           iv) Suggest any new 
technology/software tool/module

Short answer text

  iv) Suggest any new technology/software tool/module

Short answer text

 General Comments:                                        Please mention any additional 
comment or suggestion that you think would help strengthen our program…

Short answer text


